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Abstract 

In the last decade, IT industry  has witnessed new innovation in computing which have changed the way IT services are 

delivered to the business and end users. Now we are in fifth wave of IT that is characterized by a new master IT 

architecture called SMAC. SMAC  concept crystallized only in the past couple of years ,but this new area in data 

warehousing and data analysis has been growing and improving every day.  SMAC  is a concept where four ingredients 

i.e. social ,mobile, analytics and cloud computing come together to allow business to derive new insight about their 

customers preferences and behaviour.  Social media has provided business with new way to reach and interact with 

customers while mobile technologies have change the way people communicate,  shop and work. Analytics allow 

business to understand how when and where people consume certain goods and services and cloud computing provides a 

new way to access technology. The real promise  of SMAC technologies is not necessarily their individual contribution 

or their cost saving and process efficiencies for IT , but their potential to support the contributed digitization and 

automation of business model and process. 

 

Introduction 

Every fifteen years ago  or so, the IT Industry has witnessed new innovations in computing which have 

changed the way IT services are delivered to the business and end users. After the mainframe era , mini 

computing era, personal computers , client server era and the internet era .We are now in what many call the 

fifth wave of corporate known as SMAC. SMAC is the confluence of emerging technologies –Social media, 

mobile, Analytics, and cloud computing and fusing their relationship. It is not just a latest buzzword,   but 

it‟s also quickly becoming a business reality. SMAC creates a new eco system that allow a business to 

improve its operation and get close to the customers with minimum overhead and Maximum reach. The 

proliferation of structured and unstructured data that is being created by mobiles device, sensors, social media, 

loyalty and website browsing is creating new business model built on customer generated data. None of the 

four technology can be an after thought because it is the synergy created by social, mobile, analytics and cloud 

working together that creates a competitive advantages. 

 

Social Media 

A social network is a social structures made up of a set of social actors, such as individuals and organizations. 

Social media has provided business with new ways to interact with customers .It can be used as a tool to 

measure, analyze, interpret interactions and associations between people, topics and ideas. Social media has 

created new services vision-in which buyers and services providers seamlessly interact by building shared 

learning communities centered on business process improvement and streamlined business interactions. This 

empowers end users to select,  buy and implement self -services applications, thus transforming their 

interactions with their clients.Thus a social media strategy has become must for all enterprise, with people 

using social media for advice on every thing including what to buy, what new products/services have hit the 

market and where to shop etc. while social media is primarily concerned used for customer service and 

feedback, it is also being used for sales promotion, marketing and product/service information. The data 

created by the customers can be very effectively used for better servicing. Over 100 crores  individuals logged 

on to various social networks – Facebook twitter, whatsapp, youtube etc. 

 

Challenges   

Privacy concerns and cultural fabric of the country might hinder the social media growth 
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Strategy 

Leveraging   social media for customers engagement & brand building.  

Mobility  

Now a days mobility strategy has become an indispensible part of the company„s overall strategy. People 

consume information over their mobile devices in massive quantities. Many people use their mobile devices to 

access information more than they use their laptops and desktops, and some people only consume information 

via mobile devices. With increased functionality in the smart phones, market come increased challenges for 

companies to align their information technology strategies with the changing face of mobile computing . 

Because mobile technology have eclipsed the use of  applications , providing access to apps from a variety of 

mobile devices is no longer   a “nice to have,” but a gotta have.”This means consultant need knowledge and 

experiences with all major iOS and Andriod devices while keeping up with emerging standards. Mobile skills 

are in short supply . To recruit and  retain mobile experts, services providers must invest in training and 

knowledge transfer. This issue is particularly important for the banking and insurance industries, where 

customers now demand a variety of services over their mobile devices. 

Analytics  

Analytics is the discovery and communication of meaningful patterns in data. Especially  valuable in areas 

rich with recorded information. Analytics relies on the simultaneous application of statistics, computer 

programming and operations research to quantify performance . Every year, a huge amount of data generated 

which when properly analysed and used, cab materialize into supreme competitive edge as the data both 

structured and unstructured, offer great opportunities for analytics . The dynamics  analytics can be use fully 

adapted in various scenario building activities Analytics enhances supply chain facilities closed-loop 

marketing, and optimize existing customer relationship management processes. The immersive data 

processing power of Big data analytics allows companies to deconstruct new forms of data in the cloud, which 

generates unprecedented insight scalable to enable smart boardroom decision making in real time. The critical 

shortage of analytics skills represent a significant opportunity for serviced providers, whose consultant 

combine technical knowledge with vertical industry acumen, to create the report and data access corporations 

need.  

Cloud Computing  

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool 

of configurable computing resources ( e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) . In simplest 

terms, cloud computing means storing and accessing data and programs over the internet instead of your 

computer‟s hard drive. Cloud model includes four essential characteristics: 

 On demand self-services 

 Broad network access 

 Resource pooling 

 Rapid elasticity 

 Measured service  

Today cloud computing is quickly becoming the new foundation of the IT ecosystem. Cloud computing leads 

businesses a newfound agility, breaking down the barriers of geography and cutting the costs associated with 

public server maintenance.  

  

Typical SMAC Stack  

Customers today do not spent money on brand loyalty, their forefather once showed, instead it now depends 

on information, review and at a time practical demonstration is  possible . This forced business to make 

analytics a part of their marketing strategy. A quick statistical analysis of performance, cost and comparison to 

rival product is helping the consumer make a quick and informed decision. High and global availability of 

information and its compatibility with various devices became cost effective with cloud technology. While 
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each of these four are capable for enhancing the business on its own , integrating ,these four together as a 

stack has changed the way business are looking to maximize their customers base, enhance brand value and 

off  course , profit. Social, Mobile , analytics and cloud-SMAC, the new four letter word is now on every 

entrepreneur lips. 

 

IMPACT OF STACK ON INDUSTRY 

Today‟s SMAC Stack –the fifth wave of IT architecture – is happening faster than anything that‟s come 

before. By 2020 , as many as billion computing devices will be connected to the web. And corporations will 

be managing 50 times the data they do currently . So SMAC will have a multiplying effect on business and 

increase productivity across the organization.  

Banking Industry 

SMAC can emerge as a very powerful tool for banking industry for driving financial inclusion where it needs 

to reach the vast unbanked population. Mobile banking has emerged as one of the most innovative products in 

the financial services industry. Mobile devices play a vital role not only in increasing financial inclusion but 

also in spreading financial literacy in rural areas . Mobility is one of the most important technologies for the 

banking sector and will have an immediate impact. Other than mobility , the banking sector is witnessing 

significant impact of social media and embedded systems in the routine functioning . Leading banks are 

levraging social networks to offer bank account apps, money personality apps, deal of the day offers, offer on 

banking products/services and a mechanism for customers to write back to these banks. Data from various 

social media platforms is also being integrated at the backend in a CRM module to capture customer queries 

and keep track of all comments about the banks.   

Bank also install digital kiosk which uses data from the social profiles of customers and uses it to serve 

customers. The predictive model in the banking industry are widely developed to bring certainty across the 

risk scores for individual customers. Analystics is helping banks to weed out fraudulent transactions. In the 

banking industry, Basel 111 and future capital adequacy needs are likely to make even smaller banks adopts 

internal risk models. In such cases, cloud computing and open source can help smaller banks to adopt risk 

analytics and support branch level monitoring by applying predictive analytics.  

Retail Industry 

Retailers are strategically deploying the SMAC stack across key business processes to combine the best of 

virtual and physical retail shopping experiences. Now a customer‟s Mobile device can signal store 

management while they are in shopping. Advanced analytics arm associates with the right knowledge about 

their shoppers, so they can provide more valuable assistance . And customers can compare products, get 

information and redeem targeted offer  from the cloud while in store. Shoppers are increasingly using their 

mobile devices for every thing form browsing to comparing to buying products Analytics can help  retailers 

predict buying decisions of shoppers; for examples Walmart , the world‟s largest retailers, is combining its 

brick and mortar stores with commerce ,over mobile phones and the internet , to create multiple channels of 

revenue.  

Government    

Government are also reaching out to their citizens, using mobile devices and social media as an efficient  

channel. It can disseminate public welfare and other schemes in a very effective and economical manner at 

much faster   than the traditional channels. Government can use analytics to provide services directly to their 

citizens.  

Impact of SMAC on other sector 

Impact of SMAC will not be restricted to the some  industries It will have a ubiquitous impact across the 

industry and economy. Now a days SMAC has entered in almost every companies strategy. The impact of 

SMAC can be seen in overall industrial environment. Companies are using analysis in all important fields like 

cost reduction, operational excellence, recruiting better people. Health care and insurance already embraced 

this technology big time. It is not a strange sight to find a doctor or nurse roaming around in a hospital 
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consulting patients and scheduling appointments or a insurance broker to quickly display a graphic display of 

various polices or offers on his device. Online travel agencies effectively analyze booking and inventory data 

to create business advantage across their system. Now focus is completely on transforming businessess 

through technologies like cloud, social media and mobility, and applying analytics across the end to end 

services platform to deliver insights and create new value. Power has shifted away from  IT to consumers and 

business executives, allowing operating executives to reach their clients and employees in new and exciting 

way. 

 

Challenges 

Privacy concerns and cultural fabric of the country might hinder the social media growth. Growth in the 

ecosystem of mobile applications possesses a big challenge while framing mobile strategy. Identification of 

relevant data is also a challenge itself. Security concern must be addressed to maintain trust in cloud 

computing . One more challenge is dynamic regulatory needs. 

 

Concluding remarks  

In all Industries across the business landscape,  the SMAC Stack is eroding the century – old blueprint of 

valuechains and spawing new , highly distributed, virtualised business models. The power of this technology 

platform is in treating it as a stack, for its components have a multiplying when they work in combinations. 
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